If someone told you:
"Give us $25,000 from your savings, we'll pass some of it to our friends, the rest we'll BLOW AWAY and we'll give you 10%
back from everything you have started with. Or, if you're lucky, we will generate some income from your cash, we'll take 50%
from your profits, we will THEN go ahead and blow away whatever you got left in your account, leaving you with 10% from
everything you have initially 'invested' with us." Would you do it?

As crazy as it sounds, but that's exactly what you're being asked to do at TICN.

The Hard-to-Believe Proof Revealed
Owen O’Malley, the founder of TICN (The Investment Club Network based in Ireland) scam-claims his “organisation
teaches proven investment strategies and TICN is devoted to the growth of investment clubs world-wide.”

REAL STORY: On June 25th 2015, our club guided by Owen O’Malley and his Spanish partner Ana Rodríguez
García, invested $179,704… just to watch our balance go down to $25,471 by Aug 20th 2015. That’s a hefty 85.64%
loss in less than 2 months!

What TICN Members Are Really Going Through
Here is a proof, screenshots taken from our account:









Discover facts to how exactly TICN operates & how members
are set up for a massive wipe-out of their accounts.
Understand how Owen O’Malley makes money and WHO
this business model is designed to benefit (hint: it’s NOT you)
Find solid proof (dating 10 years back) to how thousands of
innocent people brutally conned by TICN are ending up
LOSING most of their hard-earned savings (guaranteed).
A shocking discovery to how scheming leaders Owen
O’Malley and Ana Rodríguez are OPENLY LYING in a public to
attract hopeful investors, mainly newbies to the investment
world, into this corrupt organisation.
Read comments by ex-members of TICN, who took
responsibility and found courage to openly share their
disastrous TICN experiences with the world.
NO MORE PAIN. HELP FIGHT FRAUD.
For a full story go to: www.Ticn-Disaster.com

